In Memoriam - Mr Eugene Li Yiu-Bor
李耀波老師
(?-1977)

Taught at Wah Yan College, Kowloon, 1945-1963

A.

From Student to Form-Master

Wah Yan Graduate, 1929
He was one of eight students that made up the first graduating cohort of Wah Yan
College in 1929.

http://jesuitas.org.hk/contact/wyck-timeline.htm
Tmeline of Wah Yan College

Urban Councilor, 1956

Extracted from The Shield 4 (1956) editorial

Left Wah Yan College, Kowloon, 1963

Extracted from The Shield 12 (1964) editorial

Form-Master at Wah Yan College, Kowloon, 1952-1963
He was form-master of F2A throughout his entire stay at Wah Yan. No other Father or
teacher was the form-master/form-mistress throughout his/her stay at Wah Yan 10 years
or more.

B.

Photographs, 1952-1967

1952-1953, Staff – top row – 1st right

F2A, 1952-1953

1952-1953, in the staff room, smiling

1956-1957, with Northcote and Grantham Training College students –
second row from bottom (seated ) - 1st left

F2A, 1957-1958

1959-1960, Staff Dinner – 3rd row from top – 2nd right

1960-1961, Staff – bottom row – 3rd left

1961-1962, Teachers of English – bottom row – 2nd left

F2A, 1962-1963

1957-1958, Sports Day

1958-1959, at the baptism ceremony

1962-1963, with Bishop Bianchi (see note below)

Extracted from the Editorial from The Shield 11 (1963)

C.

1967, Honoured Guest on Prize Distribution Day, from The
Shield (1967) – 3 Photos

Mr Li’s Speech

D.

Extracted from The Shield 25 (1977)

E.

Memories

Dear Hin Shing,
Memories of Mr Li
Reading what you have gathered up to now (Jan 27, 2012), I could perhaps add to it my
memories of Mr Li, though they are neither numerous nor deep. He was my teacher for a
short while in Form 7 Arts (1962), teaching both Biblical Knowledge and Translation
(which formed a new section of the AL Chinese Language paper, for HKU started its
translation option and the examination paper was accordingly modified.) He had been
teaching in Wah Yan, both Hong Kong and Kowloon, for close to 28 years then and was
about to leave in 1963. (We of course did not know about that.) He was always dressed in
a suit, and with his bespectacled face, well-groomed hair, serious demeanor, tall stature,
gaunt and gentlemanly gait, made an imposing figure. What impressed me most was his
impeccable English, with its clear articulation and measured delivery, British in accent.
His Chinese had to be good to teach translation at that level. I remember him showing us
equivalent Chinese-English proverbs in a translation class. In addition, something very
trivial remains in my memory, for he excused himself every now and then during
teaching and left us, presumably to go to the toilet, to return a little later, which would
indicate some illness, whether serious or not we had no idea. He taught us but for a short
time, for he took leave of absence just months into the school year. I heard that he was to
lead a delegation of Catholic lay persons to the Second Vatican Council, which was to set
a new direction for the Church (though not to everyone’s liking. Your file on Fr Toner
showed that he was not altogether happy with it. But Fr O’Neill seemed to have found his
calling in revising the liturgy, later in Singapore.) And one result of Vatican II was a
greater role for the laity in the Church. From this, it is clear that Mr Li was a lay Catholic
active in church affairs; indeed, he was decorated for his service to the Church by Pope
John XXIII through Bishop Bianchi. He was a distinctive personality in many ways. He
was a Wah Yan graduate of the first cohort as well as a long-serving teacher; this dual
student-teacher identity is one of the distinguishing features of our school. You have
noted that he was an exceptionally long-serving class master of From 2 A. He was the
one invited by Bishop Hsu, who became bishop after Bishop Bianchi, to be the first
headmaster of the diocesan school Pui Shing Catholic Middle School. He was also a J.P. ,
like Mr Lee Hoi Chau who shared his immaculate way of dressing. His generosity and
courtesy are qualities prominent in his obituary. I am reminded of the meaning of his
name Eugene: “noble”, “well-born,” a name adopted by four popes.
Fong-ying
Jan. 27, 2012
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